
AIR RIDERZ  
CORPORATE PACKAGES 

AIROBIX FITNESS 
CLASSES 
Bring your group closer with 
a  new approach to fitness! 
Jump, sweat, laugh and 
burn up to 1,000 calories with 
60 minutes of cardio, strength 
training, flexibility and FUN!  
Private classes available for 
groups of 15 or more, to a 
maximum of 35.

Why Air Riderz? 
Air Riderz provides a clean and fresh atmosphere featuring 15,000 
square feet of wall-to-wall trampolines and our one-of-a-kind Climb 
Zone where you can reach new heights as a team. Our facility      
features vibrant coloured trampolines in our main court, two dodge-
ball courts, three lanes of Slam Dunk Basketball and our four-lane 
Foam Pit. Swap out the boardroom for one of our spacious party 
rooms for a productive meeting or just to relax after your jump. We 
are committed to SAFETY, CLEANLINESS and EXCELLENT CUSTOMER  
SERVICE. We are dedicated to providing entertainment for families 
and customers of all ages and strive to make every corporate event a 
memorable experience. 

Boost your team morale and create an interactive 
atmosphere for your team outside the office in a 
fun, engaging and energetic environment.  
Research has shown that when employees interact with each other  
outside work, they tend to trust each other more, creating a collaborative 
environment and driving ongoing productivity at work.  Face off in a game 
of ultimate trampoline dodgeball, race each other to the top of our  
climbing walls, or encourage your colleagues as they jump off our 
 twenty-foot Pole Walk. We’ll organize an unforgettable corporate event 
based on your needs. 

For more information, contact 
(905) 820 7500 ext. 105 or 

mississauga.sales@airriderz.com

3600 Ridgeway Drive, Unit 4 & 5 
Mississauga, ON L5L 0B4
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     We get 
any party 
JUMPIN’!

CORPORATE PACKAGES 
All of our corporate packages include: 
+ 1 hour of public access to Open Jump, Slam Dunk Basketball & Foam Pit (and Climb Zone* if package selected)
+ Mandatory anti-slip Air Riderz socks for each jumper

Up to 25 Jumpers Jump Only $500 Jump & Climb $525
+ 2 items from our Catering Menu OR 2 slices of pizza per person
+ 5 soft drink pitchers
+ Exclusive use of one of our spacious party rooms for 1.5 hours (can be split before/after jump)
+ Private 30 minute dodgeball court rental (included in the hour of jumping)
+ Five 50% off Jump Passes for recognition/giveaways

Up to 50 Jumpers Jump Only $815 Jump & Climb $860
+ 3 items from our Catering Menu OR 2 slices of pizza per person
+ 10 soft drink pitchers
+ Exclusive use of our two combined spacious party rooms for 1.5 hours (can be split before/after jump)
+ Private 30 minute dodgeball court rental (included in the hour of jumping)
+ Ten 50% off Jump Passes for recognition/giveaways

Up to 75 Jumpers Jump Only $1285         Jump & Climb $1360
+ 4 items from our Catering Menu OR 2 slices of pizza per person
+15 soft drink pitchers
+ Exclusive use of our two combined spacious party rooms for 1.5 hours (can be split before/after jump)
+ Private 30 minute dodgeball court OR Climb Zone rental (included in the hour of jumping)
+ Five One Hour Jump Passes for recognition/giveaways

Up to 100 Jumpers Jump Only $1775         Jump & Climb $1875
+ 5 items from our Catering Menu OR 2 slices of pizza per person
+ 20 soft drink pitchers
+ Exclusive access of the entire park, including dodgeball and Climb Zone (if selected) for the hour
+ Exclusive use of our two combined spacious party rooms for 1.5 hours (can be split before/after jump)
+ Ten One Hour Jump Passes for recognition/giveaways

*Climb Zone includes one-time access to vertical challenges. Giant Slide not included 
Corporate packages available Monday to Friday only, subject to availability 

All prices listed before applicable taxes, and are subject to change without notice


